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Vintage Sports Car Club 
     

 P O Box 11709, Dorpspruit, Pietermaritzburg 3206 
 

 “Forward into the Past” 
  

This is the newsletter of the Vintage Sports Car Club. Opinions expressed herein do 
not necessarily represent those of the Committee, the Editor, or of the Club. 
 
Regular gatherings are held at the Clubhouse, Oribi Road, Pietermaritzburg, and as 
per the schedule of events published in this newsletter. 
 
Visitors are welcome in the care of a Member and should be signed on by that 
Member. 
 
On Bonnets-Up and Club Open Days, parking in front of the Clubhouse is reserved 
for Club Qualifying Vehicles Only, and you are requested to park modern vehicles 
behind the Clubhouse. 
 

 

          Office Bearers: 2014/2015  
 

Trustees   Peter Houston, Junior Fouche and Grenville Manton 
 
Club President         Clyde Wyatt 
 
     

   Committee and Portfolio Holders 
 

Chairman     Junior Fouche   076 095 0449  
Vice Chairman    Ron Richmond  082 859 6376 
Treasurer     John Wilsworth  081 840 9619 
Secretary     Janice McKenzie  084 557 7259 
SAVVA Delegate    Ron Richmond  082 859 6376 
Clubhouse      Norma and Norman Crouch 033 386 2751 
Spares      Johan Viljoen   072 750 1255  
Spares  Assistant    Donne Townsend  033 346 0169 
Klink      Tony Fourie   082 823 8833 
Newsletter     Gillian Richmond  083 253 9762 
Cars in the Park    Carl Habermann  082 447 3355 
Motorcycles     Wayne Westwood  082 575 3027 
Events      Charmaine Grayson  083 674 5540 
Library      Chris Diedericks 
  

 
VSCC eMail:           
Newsletter eMail:  gillian2@telkomsa.net  
Website:  www.VSCC.co.za. 
 
Affiliated to SAVVA                        SAVVA We bsite: www.savva.org.za 
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EDITORIAL 
Welcome to the new year.  
 
We have now truly settled down and have been through one bonnets up.  The day 
turned out well with a nice variety of cars on show. 
 
The clubhouse is in the process of undergoing its bathroom renovations which are 
almost complete having been corrected for the varying girths and heights of the club 
members.  The ladies bathroom has had the toilets replaced as well.   
 
We have also made progress on the museum and appeal to members to donate any 
bits of interest that we can include in the museum. 
 
The big news of late is the change of venue of Cars in the Park.  The show will now 
be taking place at the Gold Circle Ashburton Training Track.  This will be a 
permanent change and is proving to be a good choice all round.  When the call for 
volunteers comes around please can all members stand up and be counted.  The 
success of the day is reliant on your help.   
 
Since our last newsletter two club members have passed away, John Watson and 
John Smith.  Although it has been a while, we offer their families our sincere 
condolences. 
 
This month the theme at bonnets up is American cars.  I look forward to seeing you 
all there. 
 
Gillian 
 
     Short items of interest are always wanted for inclusion in our newsletter (max 
between one half and two pages) Contact Gillian at gillian2@telkomsa.net 

            

ON THE COVER 
 
Don Atkinson’s 1959 Morris Traveller which won the prize at January’s bonnets up. 
 

   INDEMNIFICATION 
Members, guests, visitors and any other persons’ at tention is drawn to 

Indemnity requirements in the VSCC Constitution and  posted in the VSCC 
Clubhouse bar and main hall. 

 
 
SAVVA  collector’s vehicle insurance scheme 
 
For Full comprehensive cover 
Contact person - Glenn Broadhurst  or Madelene Wiese at FNB Insurance Brokers 
 
Phone -                087 736 2222 
Fax -                    011 699 0783 
E-mail-                  madelene.wiese@fnb.co.za 
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MEMBERSHIP 
 
Subscriptions 2013/2014 Club Year (based on Membership type & due 1 July). 
 
Full Member                                                        R230 including SAVVA fee 
Full member plus spouse/partner                        R290 including SAVVA fees 
Country Member                                                  R210 including SAVVA fee 
Country Member plus spouse/partner                   R260 including SAVVA fees 
Associate Member*                                              R125 excluding SAVVA fee 
Associate Member plus spouse/partner                 R170 excluding SAVVA fees  
 
* Applicable to members of another club and awarded at the committee’s discretion. 
 
New applications for Membership include an indemnit y that is valid for Life. 

 
Life Member (Principal) Newsletter postage  *       R65 + R20 SAVVA fees 
Life Member (Principal) Newsletter e-mail  *       R20  SAVVA fees  
Life Member (Principal and Associate – Spouse/Partner) *    R90 + R20  SAVVA fees 
Honorary and Honorary Life Membership *         Free. 
  
 * Awarded at Committee discretion. 
 
There is a once off entrance fee of R100 on application for membership. 
A charge of R120 will be levied for posted newsletters.  

~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Banking Details:  Account name – Vintage Sports Car Club:   Bank – Nedbank:  
 Branch - Hayfields:  Branch Number – 13 40 25: Account number – 13 40 505 339:  
Always include member’s name on the deposit slip.  
                                                                                              
REGALIA:  The club has caps, of the “one size fits all” type, embroidered with the VSCC 
logo, available for sale at R45 each.  See the ‘Klink’ attendant, for your Requirements. 
 
VISITORS:  Visitors are welcome, but as we are licensed, please ensure that your guests 
are ‘signed on’ in the visitors register. This gives them temporary membership status, and 
entitles them to make purchases from the bar. 
  

CLUB TIMETABLE 
 
 Every Friday night:  ‘Klink’ 

February 6 th. 20th. 27th. March 6 th. 20th. 27th. 
The AIR-CONDITIONED ‘Klink’ will be open from 17h30 until 21h00. Braai fires will 
be provided, and you are invited to bring your own braai meat and/or salads to enjoy 
at the Club.. 
Second Saturday of every month :  ‘Bonnets Up’ /  Club Open Day:  
 From around 12 noon until then ‘The Klink’ will be open, plus the availability of either 
boerewors rolls, hamburgers or an alternative being made available for purchase.   
Don’t forget, tea/coffee, pancakes and/or other goodies are a regular option.   
The Library and Spares Department will also be open. 
Third Sunday of every Month;  Regular Club Outing. Motorcycles are most welcome 
at this run. 
(Happens the weekend following after bonnets Up which becomes 4th weekend if 1st falls on 
a Sunday            
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PAST EVENTS 
 

January 2015  
 
Saturday 10th January:  VSCC Bonnets up / Open Day.  European Cars 
 

 
COMING  VSCC  AND  OTHER  CLUB  EVENTS 

RED BOLD - Depicts VSCC Club Events          ITALIC -  Depicts other Events   
 
 

February 2015  
 
Saturday 14th February:  VSCC Bonnets up / Open Day.  American Cars 
 
 

March 2015  
 
Sunday 8 th March :  Any Dam Wheels Day.  See info on page 10l. 
 
Saturday 14th March:  VSCC Bonnets up / Open Day.  Sports Cars 
 
Sunday 22nd March:  Breakfast Run.  A run will be made to the Eston Farmers 
Club. We will meet at the club at 8:30 to leave for Eston for breakfast at 9:30.  There 
is a range of items available on the menu. 
 
 

Bonnets up Events 2014 
 
JANUARY  EUROPEAN CARS 
FEBRUARY AMERICAN CARS  
MARCH SPORTS CARS 
APRIL  NO THEME 
MAY NO THEME 
JUNE NO THEME 
JULY HOBBIES DAY AND BOOT SALE  
AUGUST AGM / NO THEME 
SEPTEMBER MOTORCYCLES 
OCTOBER ITALIAN CARS  
NOVEMBER FORD DAY 
DECEMBER NO THEME 

 

Please note that all cars/bikes are welcome regardless of the theme 
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CLUB ANNOUNCEMENTS 
 

Spares Department 

 
We welcome three new members to the club.  We welcome Dave and Michelle 
Tanner, Robbie Marais and Trimesh Govender. 
 

      Spares Department 

 
Note to non-local enthusiasts. Please be advised, we work on a select-yourself 
system and are unable to take orders or arrange delivery.  
It is advisable to bring a sample, as not all parts are identified. 
 
 The spares department is currently under reconstruction, and it is temporarily closed 
for business. Apologies for any inconvenience. 
 

Hoist 

 
The rules for the use of the hoist are as follows: 

1.  The members use the hoist entirely at their own risk. 
2. Members using the hoist must remove all old oils, fluids and cleaning 

materials from the site after they have finished and leave the site in a clean 
and tidy condition. 

3. Members wanting to use the hoist should contact Rodney Davidson at  
033-3964471 to arrange a date and time. 

4. The cost will be R20.00 per lift for VSCC members and R40 per lift for non 
members 
 

Hire of Club Hall 

 
If members wish to hire the club hall please could the form on the adjacent page be 
completed and handed in.  Copies of the form are also available at the Klink. 

 

Vehicles for hire 

 
The following members are willing to hire out their cars for weddings and other such  
occasions. 
 
Mike Westray        072 244 4272  mikewestray@gmail.com 
Robin Phipson      033-345 0061  phipson@wandata.com 
Saxon Murray. 
Tony Psaila (1937 Cadillac)  tonytractor@tpstorage.co.za 
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THE SOUTHERN AFRICAN VETERAN & VINTAGE 
ASSOCIATION 

 
 

 
SAVVA Technical Tip 90 – Electric Fuel Pump Cut–
Offs 
 

More and more vintage car owners are converting their vehicles to use electric fuel 
pumps, however, we must take heed of a potential problem, and that is, if the engine 
stops for whatever reason, the fuel pump should automatically disconnect.  Here is 
some advice/warning from Robert van Zyl, and I quote… 
 
“I agree the fitting of electric fuel pumps is a practical solution to the problem of cars 
that are not in use on a daily basis and have fitted electric pumps to some of my 
cars. During the carburetor era Ferrari also fitted an electric pump in addition to the 
mechanical pump. In some cases they fitted an electric and two mechanical pumps. 
 
There is however a safety problem with fitting an electric pump without some sort of 
cut-out device in the electric circuit. Early fuel injected cars had an inertial cut-out 
switch which stopped the pump from pumping when the car was subjected to an 
impact.  
 
There are two solutions: 
 

Fit an inertial cut-out switch 
 
Fit a pressure sensing switch to the oil supply which cuts out when the engine 
is not running. It might be possible to use the oil pressure switch but I haven’t 
tried this. You will have to fit a press-button over riding switch to get the car 
started before the oil pressure has time to build up. 
 

Robert van Zyl” 

 
 
Brains of older people are slow because they know so much...   
   
People do not decline mentally with age, it just takes them longer to recall facts 
because they have more information in their brains, scientists believe. Much like a 
computer struggles as the hard drive gets full up, so to do humans take  longer to 
access information, it has been suggested. 
Researchers say this slowing down it is not the same as cognitive decline.   
The human brain works slower in old age, said Dr. Michael Ramscar, but only 
because we have stored more information over time The brains of older people do 
not get weak. On the contrary, they simply know more. 
Also, older people often go to another room to get something and when they get 
there, they stand there wondering what they came for.  It is NOT a memory problem, 
it is nature's way of making older people do more exercise. 
  
    ……………………….SO THERE!! 
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SAVVA Technical Tip 93 – SU Fuel pumps 
 

I recently had a problem with a comparatively new electronically operated fuel pump 
(SU look alike) that was squirting petrol out of every orifice possible except the 
correct one – the diaphragm had split. Unfortunately the manufacturer doesn’t deem 
it necessary to keep replacement diaphragms so the entire pump has to be 
scrapped. They cost about R500.00 each and last about five years so that works out 
to R100.00 a year for a pump. So rather than rush off to buy a new one I decided to 
check out the old ones I had accumulated to see if any of them still had “life” in them.  
It was a rather interesting exercise – most of them were SU’s of varying ages, some I 
suspect even pre-war. Interestingly, all of them had working diaphragms but the 
points were working only sporadically. Fortunately, SU replacement points are still 
available (at a price that is).  
 
As you are no doubt aware SU’s use two types of points i.e. single and double. The 
single points are fitted to very early models and the double points to later ones. 
Some of the later ones had double points but with a condenser fitted across the 
points to stop sparking resulting in much longer point life.     
 
As an experiment I ran a very old, pre-war single point pump which sparked away 
merrily and then held a condenser across the points and the sparking went away. 
The conclusion was that regardless how old these pumps are, even a pre-war one, it 
would be advisable to fit a condenser to stop the sparking. I contacted an SU agent 
in England to determine the capacity of a suitable condenser and needless to say 
they offered a rebuild package for UK pounds 40.00 - sis tog!     
 
Maybe someone can offer more professional advice regarding the capacity and 
voltage rating of a suitable condenser. The pump illustrated has just had new points 
fitted and came standard with a 0.05 mfd, 200 volt condenser fitted. However I have 
a feeling anything in that area would do the job.       

 
  

THE DIET 
 
Hows the diet going? 
 
Not good.  I had eggs for breakfast. 
 
Scrambled? 
 
Cadburys 
 

.............................................................................................................................................. 

A great way to lose weight is to eat while you are naked and standing in front of a 
mirror.  Restaurants will always throw you out before you can eat too much. 
 

…………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

Do you call a person who has abandoned their diet a desserter? 
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VRYHEID OLD WHEELS CLUB  

SAVVA EDWARDIAN-VETERAN RALLY 2015 
A RESTRICTED EVENT 

KNOWN AS "JOZINI RHINO EVENT" 
8 - 12 JULY 2015. 

THE VENUE IS MVUBU GAME LODGE 
NEAR JOZINI IN KZN 

 
This is an invitation to participate in the above Rally which is open to members of 
any club affiliated to SAVVA, with vehicles manufactured during the period 1st 
January 1905 - 31 December 1918. This is a once in a lifetime rally to break away 
from city life to enjoy a wildlife experience where it would be a great opportunity to 
share our passion for these remarkable old vehicles.  
 
The entry forms and costs will be available towards the end of January 2015. Please 
note that one of the excursions would be a daytrip into Swaziland, where we will 
enjoy the hospitality of one of the sugar cane farmers of the area, and therefore you 
and anybody that accompanies you would require a valid passport. A limited number 
of entries are available due to accommodation restraints. If you would like to receive 
entry forms for this event please could you advise us by email to 
elise@bundunet.co.za by 19th January 2015. This will help in estimating our 
numbers and will be much appreciated.  
 
Kind regards  
Gordon Lemmon-Warde (Vice-Chairman)  
Cell: 083 253 0176  
Vryheid Old Wheels Club  
Vryheid.  
................................................................................................................................................................ 
 

ANY DAMN WHEELS DAY 
ANNUAL CAR SHOW 

2015 
 

Veteran Car Show @ Tarlton Race Track on 
Sunday 8 March 2015 

 
Come and Enjoy the day, 

Lots for the whole family to do! 
 

Show & Shine and Audio Competition 
 
Entrance fee: 
Adults: R50 
Scholars: R30 
Children under 12 years free 
 
Enquires:  Leon 083 423 0907 
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SERVICES 
 

The VSCC is not responsible for the quality of the services provided by the above 
service providers. 

 
• PMB Carburettor Centre:  Contact Robin on 033-3450061 for all carb and 

distributor spares  and repairs back to about 1920. If they haven't got it, they 
can usually make it, or import it. Proper computerised gas flow rig also 
available for test/development purposes for anything through which gasses or 
liquids flow. 

  
• Silver Wings:  For silver plating and expert welding, soldering and brazing 

repairs. Polishing of brass, copper, aluminium and stainless steel. Contact 
Robin or Sue on 033-3453650.  
 

• Magneto Repairs:   Offered by Rod Thomas of Waterfall. He can be 
contacted on 031-762 1509 or 073-365 6494 
 

• Gearbox Shoppe : Gearbox and diff specialists.  14 MacFarlane Street, PMB. 
Contact Graham Keir.  Phone 033-3427543 / Fax 033 -3450479 / Cell 
0828938782. 
 

• Silverton radiators.  Radiators, auto air-conditioning and fuel tanks - sales, 
service and repairs. 299 Boom Street, Pietermaritzburg. 033 3422604. 

 
• Piston rings  of any size made up to suit your engine. – 

     H.W.Godwin & Son.  Phone:  011-622 2546.    Speak to Andrew or David. 
 
• Peter Malherbe  does very good job of making up brake hoses - any type. 
             Phone 082 682 8142  
 
• Colour restoration  and repair of leather – vinyl – plastic – velour, and 

carpets.  Contact:  Sonette van Niekerk.   033 330 3352.   
 

• Wood burnt Art:   Commissions undertaken, portraiture, ethnic, plus the Big 5        
Showroom: 524 Bulwer Street, Pietermaritzburg. Tel: (033) 342 2513 

 
•      Old car engine Spares .  “If it’s available I’ll find it for you.” Telephone Lionel  

 on 072 146 9543.  Cape Town. 
 

•      B-Secure :  For your alarm and security needs contact B-Secure on  
 (033) 3424 222. 

 
 

After listening to some bedtime stories, Alex, a little boy, said to his 

father, 'Snow White was poisoned by an apple, Jack found a giant on a 

beanstalk, and just look what happened to Alice when she ate the 

mushroom.  And you wonder why I won't eat fruit and vegetables.' 
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FOR SALE 
 

• ***1937 Vauxhall 12/4 .  It is fully Licenced and road worthy. Well it has an S 
registration.  It recently went for some minor restoration work and a few parts in 
the engine that needed to be manufactured. Brian Style assisted me. I also have 
all the slips as proof.  It has the original 1937 Vauxhall owner’s Manual.  Asking 
price is R 90 000,00 I am negotiable.  Contact Charl Coetzee on 071 737 3676 or 
CharlC@react.co.za. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

• *1956 Jaguar Mk 1, 2.4  for sale with closed rear wheel spat. I bought it 13 
years ago. Have had the body and interior totally restored. The engine is running but 
noisy and will probably need to be rebuilt. The clutch has just been rebuilt, new 
radiator, exhaust, tyres etc. The car is originally from Rhodesia. Black with tan 
interior. A very good example of mk1. 
I do not have space for the car and would like to sell it to some other Jaguar 
enthusiast.  
The pics below are prior to the new windscreens having been fitted 
I am open to a realistic offer 
 
Regards Patrick.  
083 788 0009 
patrick@allenarchitect.co.za 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

WANTED 
 

• *** Distributor and cam followers for 1959 Zephyr Mk 2. Any other spares would 
also be welcome. Contact Henk Groenewald on 082 577 3628 
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Bike Chatter 
 

 
 

 

 
2014 Cannonball Run – Talk by Hans Coertse, 13 Dece mber 2014: 
Hans’ second presentation and talk on the 2014 Cannonball Run was held at the Car 
Barn in Bishopstowe.   

     
The talk was followed by a wonderfully light and heart-warming movie called “The 
World's Fastest Indian”,  a 2005 New Zealand biographical film based on the 
Invercargill, New Zealand speed bike racer Burt Munro and his highly modified 
Indian Scout motorcycle. Munro set numerous land speed records for motorcycles 
with engines less than 1000 cc at the Bonneville Salt Flats in Utah in the late 1950s 
and into the 1960s.  If you have never seen this movie, I highly recommend it – not 
only for motor bike fanatics and motor-heads, but for everyone, young and old alike.  

YMCA Charity Event, 13 th December 2014: 
100’s Riders participated in the YMCA Pietermaritzburg / Capital 104 FM Radio 
Capital Christmas Tree Celebration where Santa was interviewed at the Station 
before donning a helmet and being transported by motorbike to the YMCA to 
distribute toys to the children.  Always an absolute pleasure for us to see just how 
much the children’s faces light up at the sight of motorbikes, especially when one of 
them has Father Christmas on the back!  Hat’s off to the Capital Radio 104 team for 
organizing this event. 

100’s Riders – How it all started:  
100’s Riders was started in 2009 by a group of friends based in Pietermaritzburg 
who were all keen on motorcycling but not comfortable with travelling at excessive 
speed, the idea being to ride at a safer, slower pace and enjoy each other’s 
company.  The first “pioneer” ride was held on 20 September 2009 
where the name 100’s was suggested by Craig Danks.   

We hasten to explain that this does not mean the group travels at 100 
kph or that you and your bike’s ages should add up to 100 years! 

“100’s” as in Life’s great!  

100’s Riders is a Group not a Club so there are no joining or 
membership fees hence a wonderful, relaxed camaraderie exists where regular 
friends always cheerfully volunteer and rally together to help at events such as 
monthly rides, socials, bike rallies and charity functions.  The group holds a mid-
month ride every month hosted by friends within the group, as well as regular Social 
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events.  Trophies are awarded to various riders at the more formal April social and of 
course the year would not be complete without a year-end social, usually held in 
November.  Updates of all upcoming events as well as proposed dates of the mid-
month rides for the following year are circulated to all listed friends and rides are 
advertised in The Natal Witness.  Friends are also able to access ride information 
and photographs on Facebook.  Dedicated mid-month rides for various charities 
such as SPCA and Lifeline are also held where the participants are able to donate 
towards these essential services. 

The concept of slower, safer riding has been enthusiastically supported by this group 
of riders and this is borne out by the list of friends which has grown from the original 
12 regulars of 2009 to 105 friends at the end of 2011.  Under the leadership of 
Minnesh Harichand, 100’s Riders are committed to raising road safety awareness 
among all road users.   

Organised rides are carefully planned with the group being split into groups of 7 
(max.) with a leader and sweeper dedicated to each group.  The ride is conducted in 
an orderly formation and the group stays within the prescribed speed limit, the 
consumption of alcohol is not permitted on rides.   

Poor visibility of bikers has always been an issue and to remedy this 100’s promotes 
the wearing of high-viz vests which has proved to be beneficial. 

Road safety is a major concern for all road-users and in a bid to assist the traffic 
authorities in this monumental task, 100’s Riders launched their “Look Twice and 
Save a Life” safety campaign.  In conjunction with DOT and N3TC, a road safety 
awareness day was held at Mooi River Toll Plaza where pamphlets on road safety 
were handed out by 100’s Riders and motorists were asked their perception of a 
motorcycle and a motorcycle rider.  From information gathered we found that the 
main concerns of the truck, car and taxi drivers are:  Excessive Speed, Incorrect 
Following Distance, and Blind Spots.  With this information it is clear that we will 
have to concentrate not only on the motorcyclist but involve all road users. 

 

100’s Rider’s contact numbers: 

Minnesh 083 701 6762 
Westie 082 575 3027 
Arnie 072 143 6754 
Andre 083 784 2251 
Krish 082 800 4043 
 
 

 
Facebook Link: 
www.facebook.com/pages/100s-
Riders/339649839471  
100’s Riders are committed to safer, slower 
riding and it is compulsory for all 
participants to ride with a high-viz jacket or 
vest.  It should also be noted that we do not 
consume any alcohol on 100’s Group Rides.  

100’s Pioneer Ride 20/09/2009: (from left to right):  
 Krish Naidoo, Terry Button, Wayne Westwood, Graham Keir, Craig 

Danks, Minnesh Harichand 

100’s Riders Going Places with Smiling Faces 
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A DAY AT THE RACES 
By Tom Hesom 

 
The year; 1975. The place; a small town in rural Natal Province, South Africa, where 
early morning preparations are being made for a trip to the Roy Hesketh Racing 
Circuit in the city of Pietermaritzburg (about the same size as Winnipeg), about a ¾ 
hour drive away.  The firm’s service vehicle, a 1974 Chevy long box 2 tonner, with 
rear pipe-carrying rack on the back had been commandeered. Sufficient plank 
timbers were loaded to construct an elevated viewing platform, complete with ladder 
to climb up, 4 beach umbrellas for shade in the hot African sun (inserted into the 4 
open upward-facing pipe ends of the rack), folding lawn chairs and huge hard  cooler 
box for the favorite South African Castle Lager and Lion Ale beers. Sufficient binding 
wire and pliers were also included to secure the chairs so no-one would topple over 
the side in the heat of the moment of exuberant cheering during a close race, more 
likely as the cooler box gradually emptied of course! Ham sandwiches, cold chicken 
and hard-boiled eggs had been prepared for us by our wives and my brother and I 
together with friends, would set out for the city.  “Biltong” (a South African snack of 
cured dried strips of beef, as essential to beer-drinking South African men as 
sunflower seeds are to Mennonites!), was an essential part of the picnic basket. It 
was also important to get to the circuit early to secure a prime spot at Henry’s Knee 
as close and parallel to the fence as possible. This was where most riders fell off or 
“went farming,” especially as the day wore on and oil spilled on to the track, as was 
inevitable from some of the self-tuned privateer race bikes still to be found competing 
in those days. 
 
The very first time we went my brother and I rode down on our motorcycles. Me on 
my 1952 BSA A10 650cc Golden Flash with plunger rear suspension, and brother 
Robin on his much faster and later model BSA Super Rocket.  The Rocket with it’s 
candy-apple red tank was so much nicer-looking than mine with it’s baby poop colour 
which was nowhere near gold! After fighting the crowds at the fence for a glimpse of 
the track and action we decided there and then that there had to be a better way and 
the plan to use the Chev truck was devised.  I was the manager of the inland branch 
of the agricultural implement firm that employed me, so no permission was needed. 
 
It was particularly thrilling to pay the extra to get access to the pit area in the centre 
of the circuit and witness the racers warming up.  The smell of Castrol R and the 
Brrrrrmm- - - Brrrrrmm- - - Brrrrrmm of the big single Nortons, AJS 7R’s, KTT 
Velocettes and the howl of the MV Augusta or Gilera 4, were sights to behold! 
Getting a glimpse of Ago, The Duke or Mike the Bike was an added plus! If one was 
lucky it was even possible to get to talk to one of the pit crew members. The thrill of 
listening and seeing a big Manx Norton thundering down the main straight at over 
100mph was a thrill indeed. The day came however when we witnessed the indignity 
of the big singles which had dominated for so long, being eclipsed by a minute 
Yamaha 2 stroke flying past with a high-pitched ripping sound like fabric tearing and 
bulbous exhaust system that rivaled the plumbing on the 100 year old Majestic Hotel 
in town! Although world sanctions on South Africa were imposed in the late 60’s 
because of their Apartheid policies, they only really took effect from the early 80’s.  
So  in the 60’s and throughout the 70’s South Africa was still a Commonwealth 
Country and Motorcycle racing was very much part of the world scene there, with 
world international meets like the South African TT,  South African Grand Prix, World 
Champion Rider and Manufacturer, all formed  part of the world racing calendar. 
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The Roy Hesketh Circuit (named after a famous SA motorcycle racer killed in WW2) 
was host to many memorable race meets from the early 50’s and was sadly closed 
in 1981 mainly because of noise complaints from residential home encroachment, 
but also because South Africa was now excluded from all international sporting 
events by sanctions, including motorcycle and car racing.  Many budding South 
African race riders learned their trade there including Kork Ballington and Jim 
Redman who won ten World Championships between them.  Other famous names 
like Giacomo Agostini, Mike Hailwood, Geoff Duke, Barry Sheene, Percy Tait, Ray 
Pickrill, Phil Read, Paul Smart, Gary Hocking, Dickie Dale and Mike Fogg all raced 
there.  South African Jon Ekerold was 350cc World Champion in 1980 and started 
his racing career at Hesketh. 
 
I had a good friend named Abby de Kock who like many cash-strapped South 
African wannabe race champions, campaigned in England and on the so called 
“Continent Circus” with a BSA Gold Star and an AJS 7R in the back of a clapped out 
Thames Transit Van which served as sleeping accommodation as well. Whilst Abby 
did well at Hesketh winning on a regular basis, he had only  mediocre success 
overseas. He told  in an address to our Classic Bike Club once, how he was given 
one crack at the Isle of Mann TT in 1965 and was determined to make the most of it.  
Riding a Manx Norton this time he fell off on the first lap and ended up in an English 
hospital thus putting an end to his racing career! We would joke with Abbey that if he 
was Irish his name would be O’Toole!   Some nick-named him “Droopy” but never to 
his face!  Sadly he passed away a few years ago after many years as a keen club 
member and having restored many fine British bikes, but never a AJ7R or a Gold 
Star. 
 
These are memories that never seem to fade. It is over 40 years since we did these 
trips to the Roy Hesketh Circuit and I can remember every detail : even the smells 
and roar of the spectators is real. The taste of a Lion Ale together with the salty tang 
of biltong linger, and I’m sure my brother who now lives in New Zealand and who is 
half my size and very youthful-looking despite  being only 3 years younger than me 
and married with kids, will remember when the gatekeeper at Hesketh would say “ 
four adults and one boy?,” pointing to him. We didn’t argue and he would get in for 
half price!   My wife often chides me that I cannot remember my four sons birth dates 
but  ”when it comes to all things to do with motorcycles you remember EVERY 
MINUTE DETAIL!”  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Geoff Duke on a 
works 500cc Gilera 
Four negotiating 
“Henry’s Knee”  1957 
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Agostini - Winner (centre).  Barry Sheene (left)  #2    Kork Ballington (right)  #3 
                                           1972 South African Grand Prix 

 
A PERSONAL STORY  

With the holidays just over, I would like to share a personal experience with my close 
friends and family about drinking and driving.  
As you may know some of us have been known to have brushes with the authorities 
from time to time on the way home after a "social session" out with friends.  
 
Well, just after New Year, I was out for an evening with friends and had several 
cocktails, followed by some rather nice red wine, and a couple of cane and cokes. 
Feeling jolly I still had the sense however to know that I may be over the limit. That's 
when I did something that I've never done before .. I took a cab home!  
 
Sure enough on the way home there was a police road block, but since it was a cab 
they waved it past. I arrived home safely without incident.  
This was a real relief and surprise because I had never driven a cab before. I don't 
even know where I got it, and now that it's in my garage I don't know what to do with 
it!!!  
 
HAPPY NEW YEAR   
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MARQUES THROUGH THE AGES 
 

LAMBORGHINI 
 
Automobili Ferrucio Lamborghini SpA was founded in 1963 in Italy by Ferruccio 
Lamborghini.  He founded the company to make sports cars in competition with the 
likes of Ferrari. 
 
The company developed at a rapid pace during its first decade but in 1973 there was 
worldwide financial downturn and an oil crisis.  This led to a severe financial crisis in 
the company.  Sales plummeted and the company went into bankruptcy in 1978.  It 
has been sold three times and eventually in 1998 it came under the ownership of 
Volkswagen.  The company developed again and became productive until another 
worldwide economic crisis led yet again significant sales being lost.  The sports cars 
that that the company produce are distinctive and fall firmly in the realm of the super 
car market.  This makes them susceptible when the economy takes a severe 
downturn. 
 
The company also produces large marine V12 engines for use in racing powerboats.  
During the mid 1980’s a very limited run of sports motorcycle was produced. 
 
Ferruccio Lamborghini had decided that he did not want any factory supported 
racing.  He viewed motorsport as expensive and draining on company resources.  
This was unusual as at the time most manufacturers considered motorsport a 
valuable source of publicity.  His opinion did not agree with his racing enthusiastic 
engineers.  They designed a prototype to enable enthusiasts to be competitive on 
the track.  Ferruccio allowed the development and the prototype became the Miura.  
It gained them much acclaim in 1966. 
  
Model development continued with the release of several models every few years. 
The 1970’s bought about the Countach.  It was revolutionary and was a landmark 
model for the company.  It bought about profitability for the company, prior to the 
worldwide financial crash causing a financial crisis in the company.  Once the 
company had been rescued from its crisis in 1984, an attempt was made to expand 
the model line and the Jalpa and LM002 was released.  The LM002 was quite a 
departure for Lamborghini.  It was a luxury SUV which even raced in off road rallies 
on two occasions in Egypt and Greece. 
 
The Countach was discontinued and replaced with the Diablo.  The Jalpa and 
LM002 were also discontinued by 1994. After being sold twice it was now in the 
ownership of Volkswagen.  They too embarked on increasing the model range. 
 
Several models followed with new models  eventually being released annually.  The 
Veneno stood out among these models.  Lamborghini sold very few of the cars and 
the shape was distinctive to say the least.  Currently the Aventador and the Huracán 
is in production. 
 
The Lamborgini logo is a charging bull with gold graphics on black.  Ferruccio chose 
the bull to represent his zodiac sign, the Taurus. 
 
This article was written with reference to Wikipedia and www.history-car.com. 
Gillian 
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TAILPIECE 
 
 

The Aboriginal Tracker !!! 
 
An Australian tour guide was showing a group of American tourists the Top End. 
On their way to Kakadu he was describing the amazing abilities of the Australian 
Aborigines to track man or beast over land, through the air and under the sea. 
The Americans were incredulous. 
 
Later in the day, as the group rounded a bend on the highway they discovered, lying 
in the middle of the road, an Aborigine. 
 
He had one ear pressed to the white line, whilst his left leg was held high in the air. 
The bus stopped and the guide and the tourists gathered around the prostrate 
Aborigine... 
 
"Hey Jacky," said the tour guide, "what are you tracking and what are you listening 
for?" 
 
The aborigine replied, "Down the road about 25 miles is a 1971 Valiant Ute... It's a 
red one… the left front tyre is bald... 
The front end is out of whack, and him got bloody dents all over... 
There are 9 black fellas in the back, all drinking warm sherry. 
There are 3 kangaroos on the roof rack and 4 dogs on the front seat." 
 
The American tourists moved forward, astounded by this precise and detailed 
knowledge. 
 
"God Lord man, how do you know all that?," asked one. 
 
The Aborigine replied:..  ‘I fell out of the bloody thing about half an hour ago!" 

 

 

 

    __     __             ___    ________ 

Drive Carefully!   See You at the Club.  

________________________________ 
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